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President and CEO Mr. Pak, Song-kab
Number of Employees 200
Date of Establishment April 17, 1966
Nuclear Sales in 2018 5,490
(in Million KRW)
Business Field Manufacturing (NSSS, T/G)
   Manufacturing (MMIS, BOP)

Address 1138-11, Seongjin-ro, Ipjang-myeon, Seobuk-gu, 
 Cheonan-si
Website www.samshinvalve.com
Person in Charge Mr. Shin, Dong-hoon
Affiliation Manager, Sales Division
Office Number (+82)-41-590-6121
E-mail dhshin@ssv.co.kr

  Company Introduction
Samshin Limited, founded in 1966, is in charge of the business of manufacturing and supplying valves only for more than 50 years. In 
particular, Samshin specializes in the production of high temperature and  high pressure services forged steel and cast steel valves 
for thermal and nuclear power plants and is expanding its business scope with high trust and recognition from leading plant makers 
and owners around the world.
Samshin is a total service provider for the nuclear valves including valve design and manufacturing per ASME or RCC-M, functional 
qualification test per ASME QME-1, Diagnostic test for power operated valves and on-site maintenance and replacement services.

 
  Major Products and Services  
Samshin’s major products are forged steel valves and cast steel valves like Gate, Globe, Check and Butterfly valves for thermal and 
nuclear power plants including electrical motor operated and air operated valve. 
As the holder of ASME “N”, “NPT”, “NV”, “NR” and KEPIC “MN” certificate, Samshin has forging shop, casting foundry and functional 
qualification test facilities which can provide total services for the valves.

  Major Business Records, Partners and Markets   
Samshin has supplied valves to 28 units of domestic nuclear power plants and 40 units of oversea nuclear power plants in China, 
India, Japan, Taiwan, UAE, USA and Belgium including for the reactors in CPR1000, EPR1600, AP1000 and APR1400 projects.
Samshin is participating in project of Shin-kori Units 5,6, Votgle Units 3,4 in U.S.A., and Fangcheonggang Units 3,4 in China.
Samshin’s major customers are KHNP, Doosan and Hyundai in Korea, Westinghouse in USA, CNPEC in China, MHI and Toshiba in 
Japan, TPC in Taiwan, L&T and NPCIL in India.

  Qualification, Certificates, Patents and Awards
Samshin is ASME “N”, “NPT” certificate holder from 1993 and has ASME “NV”, “NR”, KEPIC “MN”, “EN”, HAF604 and functional 
qualification test institution certificates.
ISO 9001, ISO 14001, and OHSAS 18001.
• Others
PED, ABS, BV, NK, DNV, LR certificates.


